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‘FAMILY DRIVE’ TV PROJECT
SOUTHEAST135⁰, Finland (Kotka – Hamina)
Southeast135° (www.vzmorie135.fi) offers more than 100 km of a shoreline, thousands
of cliffs and coves, and a perfect sea. Beautiful sceneries are everywhere! Southeast135°
is a great destination for outdoor activities – both at sea or ashore. Fishing lovers, birdwatchers and all visitors will definitely find their favorite places. The region offers a great
variety of activities for relaxation or outdoor activities – from tranquil hiking or secluded
relaxation to shooting down the rapids in boat jets.
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Family Drive in Southeast135° (FINLAND)
SOUTHEAST135° is a region on the shores of the Baltic Sea on the southeast
coast of Finland which is located only two hours away from St. Petersburg.
The region with the population of nearly 90,000 people consists of the cities
of Kotka and Hamina, as well as Pyhtää, Virolahti and Miehikkälä
municipalities. Pristine landscapes, historical attractions, eventful social and
cultural calendar make this place a perfect and top quality destination for
a holiday or vacation.
Southeast135° (www.vzmorie135.fi) offers more than 100 km of a shoreline,
thousands of cliffs and coves, and a perfect sea. Beautiful sceneries are
everywhere! Southeast135° is a great destination for outdoor activities –
both at sea or ashore. Fishing lovers, bird-watchers and all visitors will
definitely find their favorite places. The region offers a great variety of
activities for relaxation or outdoor activities – from tranquil hiking or secluded relaxation to
shooting down the rapids in boat jets.
PROJECT DATES: April 2014
This project is part of the Rally to Finland series on the Amazing Life TV Channel. In the KotkaHamina region, the mass media campaign was launched in various sources (TV, printed and
electronic mass media) to advertise the fishing opportunities, as well as other travel possibilities
offered by local entrepreneurs in the region and to raise awareness of the Southeast135° and
Fisherman’s Adventures brand on the Russian market.
Project partners:
Southeast135° (www.vzmorie135.fi) is a region on the shores of the Baltic Sea on the southeast
coast of Finland which is located only two hours away from St. Petersburg. The region with the
population of nearly 90,000 people consists of the cities of Kotka and Hamina, as well as Pyhtää,
Virolahti and Miehikkälä municipalities. Pristine landscapes, historical attractions, eventful social
and cultural calendar make this place a perfect and top quality destination for a holiday or
vacation.
Russian Czar Alexander III was enchanted by the natural beauty of the the Kymijoki delta and
commenced building a fishing lodge for himself there. The imperial summer holiday location in
Langinkoski is the only building owned by the Czar that has been preserved outside the Russian
borders. The unique and award-winning architecture of Maritime Centre Vellamo in Kotka has
united the Maritime Museum of Finland, the Museum of Kymenlaakso, and the Vellamo
Information Center under one roof. Multiple aquariums and terrariums with local species, as well
as the unique exhibits of the Aquariumhouse Maretarium fully demonstrate the underwater flora
and fauna of Finland.
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Fisherman´s Adventures (www.fishermans.fi/RUS/) guarantees an unforgettable holiday or
vacation at sea. The company offers a variety of tours and entertainment, including fishing and
diving safaris, hunting, and sea cruises for travelens and fishermen in the eastern part of the Gulf
of Finland. It also offers high quality accommodation and catering on their Huvila Ruhtinas villa in
Ruotsinpyhtään Ahvenkoski near the sea. The company is founded by spouses Ben and Disa
Henriksson.
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I. A joint media tour was organized for the TV group and the journalists of the industry periodicals,
with the accommodation on the Fisherman’s Adventures fishing lodge and a demonstration of
the tourist possiblities offered by local entrepreneurs in the Kotka-Hamina region (Southeast135°).
At the end of the tour, the following ‘Family Drive’ TV programs were aired on the Amazing Life
TV Channel (host: Evgeny Cheltsov). Within the Rally to Finland project, a 13-minute author’s TV
program was recorded. Each TV program was repeated 10 times during one week. The total
show time: 130 minutes.
Name

Rally to Finland. Kotka-Hamina region
Fisherman’s Adventures fishing lodge.

Premiered

and

the

Show time, min.
1 run
After
repeated

August

TOTAL:

13

130

130

The Russian TV Channel Amazing Life has been broadcasting on a regular basis (24/7) since
January 15, 2007. Currently, the potential viewership of the channel reaches 57 mln viewers who
have a technical capability to watch cable TV at home (Amazing Life is on a channel lineup of
cable providers).
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‘Family Drive’ TV program of the Rally to Finland #8 series, Kotka-Hamina region (Southeast135°)
and the Fisherman’s Adventures fishing lodge premiers on August 30, rotation: August 30September 05 (show time 13 min.):
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II. In the follow up to the tour, exclusive information materials were prepared and published in
the printed and electronic versions of the following mass media: in RYBALKA I OHOTA [FISHING
AND HUNTING] magazine and the automotive magazine 4x4 POLNIY PRIVOD [4-WHEEL DRIVE] of
a total volume of 9 pages.
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In its 09/2014 issue, RYBALKA NA RUSI published an exclusive material on the tourist possibilities in
the Kotka-Hamina region (Southeast135°) and the Fisherman’s Adventures fishing lodge, with a
total volume of 7 pages:
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In its 10/2014 issue, 4x4 POLNIY PRIVOD published an exclusive material on the tourist possibilities
in the Kotka-Hamina region (Southeast135°) and the Fisherman’s Adventures fishing lodge, with
a total volume of 2 pages:

III. During the tour, a photoshoot of the Kotka-Hamina region and the Fisherman’s Adventures
fishing lodge was arranged (Photographer: Tatyana Goreltseva).

Прямая ссылка: http://rbctv.rbc.ru/archive/sosedi/562949991867781.shtml
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IV. Additional project: RBC TV in Finland, Sosedi [Neighbors] series. In June, RBC TV started filming
TV programs on the tourist and business possibilities in Finland, with stops in Kotka-Hamina
(Southeast135°) and Fisherman’s Adventures fishing lodge where they recorded interviews with
the companies’ representatives. The programs were aired on July 10 and 11.
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Project reports and materials on the OOO SKTS website www.skts.ru

CONTACT INFORMATION
OOO SKTS (Travel, Media & Promotion Projects)
37 Shabolovka St., Moscow
All-Russia State Television and Radio Broadcasting Company (VGTRK)
Phone: +7 (495) 921-3516
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